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First of all, thanks for your
interest in our technology.
We are really excited and
would love to count with

your early support. 

Following you will find the
details of our
collaboration

Welcome DOIT friend! #letsdoit3D!



We want you to report any flaws, errors or imperfections discovered in any part of
the product or other materials. Please understand that honest, prompt and
accurate reporting is one of the fundamentals purposes of the collaboration and
it undertakes to use best efforts to provide as frequent as possible, feedback on
all aspects of the product both positive and negative and acknowledge that any
improvements, modifications, and changes arising from or in connection with this
collaboratio to the Product, remain or become the exclusive property of the
DOITPLENOPTIC.

What do we expect from your side?

Feedback



What do we expect from your side?

Product awareness

We hope to become a very useful tool to perform scientifical and technical works.
We truly believe that we can provide 3D microscopy for all. 
Therefore, we would love to spread the word! 

As a DOIT friend we hope you find the technology very usefurl in your field and
application, and we appreciate if you share it with your peers in the scientific
community. We want you to become a product ambassador!
Having from your side contributions as social posts, interviews, video testimonials,
unboxing, how-to-use, best practices, tips & tricks, or even a scientific paper using
our technology would be fantastic!



Apart from helping us
deliver 3D microscopy all
over the world, our eternal
gratitude and friendship,

you will also benefit
economically!

What do you get in
exchange?

Up to a 25%
discount!



Benefits scheme

Get this
discount as
early bird

collaborator if
you pre-order

before the
end of march

Get an extra
discount if
you write

about DOIT 3D
Micro 2 blog
posts of 500

words each or
4 SM posts

Get an extra
discount if

you allow us
to record a

professional
video

testimonial at
your

workplace  

6% 3% 6% 10%
Get an extra
discount if

you publish a
scientific

paper using
our imaging
technology 



We look forward for your
participation!

Write us back to c.gil@doitplenoptic.com and we will
send you the collaboration agreement

The period to join this
collaboration ends on

March 31th.


